Spooling
Controlled Umbilical and Rope Services

Controlled Spooling Services
Fisher Offshore’s controlled umbilical and rope spooling services deliver accurate and efficient spooling results, up to a maximum 12T back tension, reducing the likelihood of problems offshore associated with incorrectly spooled umbilicals.

Environmentally Robust System
Spooling is carried out with drip trays, wastewater recovery and spill response kits to prevent contamination of the environment.

Superior Level of Cleaning and Inspection
A unique purpose built rotating head delivers new levels of cleaning power prior to pressure lube and inspection.

Portable Spooling Package
Fisher Offshore’s spooling equipment spread can be set up at your preferred location worldwide.

Full Certification
Certification will be provided by Fisher Offshore on completion of spooling services.

Established Spooling Supplier
Fisher Offshore has supplied spooling services to global contractors including Fugro, Nexans, Oceaneering, Sonsub, Stolt Offshore, Submersible Television Surveys and Subsea 7.

For more information on how Fisher Offshore can add value to your offshore operations visit www.fisheroffshore.com or contact one of our specialist consultants at info@fisheroffshore.com or call +44 (0) 1651 87 39 32.
Fisher Offshore, North Meadows, Oldmeldrum, Aberdeenshire, Scotland AB51 0GQ.